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Шановні друзі та колеги!
Команда Українського фонду «Благополуччя дітей» пропонує до вашої уваги звіт про результати роботи Фонду протягом 2011 – 2012 рр.
Завдяки спільним зусиллям представників Фонду та партнерських організацій ми мали змогу не лише реалізувати заплановані заходи і успішно завершити низку проектів, але й впровадити нові ініціативи. Так, у 2012 році після завершення проекту «Попередження торгівлі
людьми шляхом розвитку соціальної роботи та мобілізації громад», Швейцарською Конфедерацією було прийнято рішення щодо його продовження. Це дало змогу охопити більшу
кількість громад, розширити цільові групи проекту, розробити нову програму для роботи
з дітьми – програму соціально-фінансової освіти. Успішне впровадження проекту «Розроблення методики профорієнтації для дітей старшого шкільного віку» дало змогу перейти до
наступного етапу – впровадження методики у роботу загальноосвітніх навчальних закладів.
Протягом 2011 – 2012 рр. Фонд продовжував свою роботу на базі міста Кіровоград у напрямку
створення послідовної та комплексної системи надання допомоги дітям, позбавленим батьківського піклування, та зосередив свою увагу на створенні та впровадженні системи набуття самостійності молодими людьми, котрі залишають заклади державної опіки. Особливої
уваги заслуговує той факт, що у квітні 2012 року Кабінет Міністрів України підписав Розпорядження «Про проведення у м. Кіровограді експерименту із запровадження інноваційної
форми влаштування і виховання дітей-сиріт та дітей, позбавлених батьківського піклування». Варто зауважити, що саме Український фонд «Благополуччя дітей» у 2006 та 2008 рр.
виступив ініціатором створення сімейно-орієнтованих будинків для дітей «Наш дім».
Традиційним для нашої організації стало проведення міжнародних інформаційних соціальних кампаній, спрямованих на попередження насильства над дітьми, зокрема у 2011 році була
проведена кампанія «Брудний дотик» та у 2012 році — кампанія «Мудрі батьки – щасливі діти».
Ми дуже раді, що протягом цих двох років за допомоги наших партнерів з Німеччини –
ChildFund Deutschland e. V. змогли надати цільову благодійну допомогу 20 дітям, які проходили курс лікування у відділенні дитячої онкогематології Кримської республіканської дитячої клінічної лікарні.
Новими ініціативами Фонду стала робота в напрямку безпеки дорожнього руху, видання
«Енциклопедії для фахівців соціальної сфери», апробація міжнародної освітньої програми та
програми популяризації здоров’я «Muuvit».
Ми щиро дякуємо всім, хто допомагав у втіленні наших ідей, і сподіваємось на подальшу
плідну співпрацю заради благополуччя дітей в Україні!!!
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All-Ukrainian Charity «Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine» has been working in Ukraine
since 1997. From 1997 till 2006 it was known as Christian Children’s Fund affiliated with
the international organization. Since 2006 the Fund has been operating as a Ukrainian
non-governmental charity organization, which is aimed at ensuring positive changes for
creating an encouraging environment for disclosure of the full potential of every child
in Ukraine.
Main directions:
• mobilizing community resources and community at large to decrease poverty,
to protect rights, and to address children, youth and family related issues;
• creating opportunities for people to have better control over their own health
and the health of their children;
• enhancing the educational potential in Ukrainian families;
• implementing the principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
For the years of its work the Fund has implemented more than 80 projects aimed at
solution of social problems, improving the living conditions of children, enhancing the
quality of social services for children, youth and families by the implementing effective,
scientifically-grounded technologies and enhancing the potential of the civil society.
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The Fund is one of the first NGOs that has become a partner of the state institutions in
the training of specialists who work with children, in particular social workers and social
pedagogues. The specialists of the Fund have prepared more than 150 publications, among
them - teaching manuals, methodological materials, training modules; the programs for
the extension courses (20) for practitioners of the social sphere have been developed and
implemented.
The Fund is a member of several consulting bodies, councils of state organizations,
networks and unions of social organizations, such as: Collegium of the Ministry of Social
Policy of Ukraine, Public Board affiliated to the Ombudsman for Children under the
President of Ukraine, Consultive Council on Juvenile Justice under Legislation Institute
of the Supreme Court of Ukraine, Public Consultive Council on Child Protection, ECPAT
Network in Ukraine.
Professionalism, energetic and goal-oriented staff are the prominent features of the Child
Well-Being Fund Ukraine.
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Project «Prevention of Human
Trafficking through Social Work and
Community Mobilization»
Goal of the project: to promote the elimination
of fundamental causes of human trafficking
through the improvement of access to the reliable
sources of information about the safe migration
and strengthening of economic opportunities in
certain regions of Ukraine.
The project is fininced by Swiss Confederation.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

January 2009 – February 2012 (Stage 1),
March 2012 – February 2015 (Stage 2).
AR of Crimea, Donetsk region, Ivano-Frankivsk region, Lviv region.
International Organization for Migration (IOM) Mission in Ukraine,
West Ukrainian Resource Centre, the Ministry of Education and
Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine.

Project focus
In order to prevent human trafficking through the migration the project involves the combination
of two components – to strengthen the ability of the communities to improve the conditions and the
quality of life of the citizens, and to organize the trainings with children and youth on the human
trafficking.
Within the project the Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine is responsible for the educational and preventive components, which are aimed at the training of pedagogues and social practitioners to work
in schools with thw aim of development of the life skills of the the students wthich is an important
condition for the prevention of the human trafficking.
With a view to this, the experts of the Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine have developed the Program
of educational activities and methodological materials on «Personal dignity. Life safety. Civil position», which have been piloted during 2010-2011 in 37 schools having involved over 4000 children.
The program and the methodological materials have been approved by the Ministry of Education
and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine for use in secondary schools for conduction of the educational work with the 7-11 graders on of human trafficking issues.
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The novelty of the program is that, on the one
hand, it is in fact a first attempt to introduce the
system of educational activities in the field of
the prevention of human trafficking by means
of creating a set of values and vital life skills in
the pupils. On the other hand, it makes the latest
advances in technological support of educational
process more accessible.

the Ministry of Education and Science, Youth
and Sports of Ukraine approved the games to be
used in the secondary schools.

The program is directed to:
• encourage self-identification, self-realization, self-affirmation and self-perfection in a
person;
• develop the skills of responsible as well as
save behaviour, adequate desicion-making
in various situations as well as in difficullt
situations in life;
• define and form values of a citizen in a
person.
As a supplement to the program and methodological manual on «Personal dignity. Life safety.
Civil position», there have also been developed
and published educational board games «Rozhevi okulary» and «Galopom po Evropam» on the
prevention of human trafficking. They provoke
the discussion of the issues concerning work migration and human trafficking, help to analyze
the reasons and consequences of these phenomena and are simply rather exciting generating
interest to the issue, stimulate the discussion of
the problematic points concerning travels abroad
for studying, on business or for pleasure. In 2011

attempts to:

Over 450 class masters, social pedagogues, secondary school psychologists, representatives of
boards and departments of education, of social
services for families, children and youth, of services on child care, and other specialists took part
The program makes an emphasis on the forma- in the activities within the project, underwent
tion of such life skills as communication; deci- training concerning the preventive and educasion-making; critical thinking; emotion, stress tional work with 7-11 graders on the prevention
and conflict management, formation of the val- of human trafficking according to the program
ues etc. The development of these skills in the pu- on «Personal dignity. Life safety. Civil position».
pils is the pivotal condition of the prevention of From 2012 the project is directed to ensure that
human trafficking in a community, as it prepares social workers and educators use the complex apa person being on the verge of independent living proach to the issue of safe migration, prevention
to the resolution of social issues and crises in life, of human trafficking while working with children
to rejection of immoral and illegal behaviours, and parents, that they are involved in the impleand manipulations.
mentation of social and economic initiatives; it
•

•

•

•

expand the use of the program «Personal
dignity. Life safety. Civil position» in other
schools in the regions of Donetsk, Ivano-Frankivsk, Lviv and Crimea;
launch the use of the aforementioned program in the system of upgrading courses
for teachers, social pedagogues and practical psychologists in secondary schools;
adjust the program «Personal dignity. Life
safety. Civil position» to its being utilized
in boarding schools, vocational educational establishments;
pilot the program of social and financial
education for the 15 - 17-year-old teenagers.

Due to the cooperation of the Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine with the Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sport of Ukraine
the project activities were included to the
Ministry Events List on the prevention of
human trafficking for the period up to 2015
(approved on July 19, 2012).
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Project «The Carreer Counselling - Phase
2: Introduction of the Carrier Counselling
Methodology for High School Students»
Goal of the project: to prevent the human
trafficking and its negative consequences in the
targeted regions by means of introduction of the
awareness raising training program «Profesion.
Career. Success.» for secondary and boarding
schools in order to give the pupils career-guidance.
The project has been implemented within the
fraimework of agreement with the OM Mission in
Ukraine and financially supported by United States
Agency for the International Development.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

July 2011 – June 2013.
Kyiv; Bucha (Kyiv region); Simferopol (AR of Crimea).
Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sport of Ukraine,
Department of Education and Science,
Youth and Sport of Ukraine in Kyiv and Simferopol of AR of Crimea.

Project focus
The children trafficking either for sexual exploitation or compulsory mendicancy, or forced
labour in the field of agriculture is the burning issue in Ukraine. According to the data of the
International Organization for Migration (IOM), 5% out of the general number of the rescued
victims of human-trafficking are children under 18.
Extremely vulnerable to the exposure to the illegal migration and human-trafficking are the older
children who live in the regions with the high rates of labour migration.
Apart from the common social and economic factors, it may as well be accounted for the fact that
- as a rule - older children have limited idea about their prospects of employment in their area of
residence and do not have skills to evaluate their professional aptitudes and plan their career in
Ukraine.
According to the data obtained through the research, which was conducted during the first stage
of the project among the 10th-11th graders of the secondary and boarding schools, the following
facts came to light: 65% of respondents mentioned the lack of proper information during the
career-guidance activities; 25% said about the shortage of information about the conditions of
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acquiring the profession; 37,5% stated the Career. Success» for secondary and boarding
necessity of the development of psychological schools in order to give the pupils career
traits, abilities and skills required for the guidance.
studying and further professional activity.
The obtained data is supported by the results
of the poll conducted among the specialists
(teachers, psychologists, social pedagogues
and school workers), who informed about
some difficulties while conducting the careerguidance trainings among senior pupils. Among
them are: the lack of proper informational and
methodological experience in career guidance
(60%); in the specialists’ opinion, senior pupils
need wide range of information about various
professions, specialities, employment rates and
prospects (40%) and information concerning
employment prospects after the graduation
(20%). The specialists state that pupils need help
of psychologists while choosing the profession
(20%), information about professions (20%),
opportunities to work by profession (20%).
Moreover, the respondents (around 70%)
are not knowledgeable enough about the
modern tendencies and requirements to
career-guidance work with pupils. Thus, the
aforementioned necessitated to reconsider
the existing career-guidance practice and to
suggest to both pupils and specialists the proper
help in creating conditions, which would let
both parties of the career-choosing and careerplanning process work more effectively and be
more confident in their choices for the future.

Implementation of the project
Within Stage 1. (Development of Carrier
Counselling Methodology for High School
Students) the following was fulfilled:
•

•
•

interviews with the specialists who
conduct the career-guidance activities
with the youth;
survey among the senior pupils;
analysis of the existing domestic and
international career-guidance techniques.

Within Stage 2. (Introduct of Carrier
Counselling Methodology for High School
Students) the following was fulfilled:
• 2 seminars to present the
methodological recommendations
developed within the first stage on the
career-guidance work with pupils;
• series of 3-day educational seminars
to make the specialists familiar with the
modern tendencies of career guidance and
peculiarities of the career counseling in
Ukraine and abroad.
• testing of the materials of the program
«Profession. Career. Success» in
secondary and boarding schools with
involvement of more than 50 specialists of
The analysis of the international experience has
these establishements.
proven that it is a generally accepted practice
to have special educational programs in the With a view of successful introduction of the
curriculum which develop necessary planning educational training program «Profession. Caskills, expand the idea about acquisition of reer. Success» the experts and program develsecondary and higher education and further opers conducted monitoring and consulting
employment.
visits to the pilot communities. The peculiariThis project was directed at the implementation ties of lesson conducting and specific character
of this strategy, which aims to introduce the of perception of the devised materials by the
educational training program «Profesion. pupils were discussed at the meetings. Accord-
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ing to the practical psychologists and social
pedagogues, during the trainings the pupils
had a possibility to analyze their interests, abilities and compare them with the requirements
for the future profession, to practise the skills
of creating the succession of steps towards the
career growth in modern social and economic conditions through the analysis of labour
market, and to practise the skills of goal-orienting and professional self-determination.
Apart from that, the specialists mentioned that
the implementation of the educational training
program was supported by the administration
of the schools and intherest of the parents.
Story of Success
In December 2012 within the monitoring
visit to Simferopol the project experts had
a possibility to talk to 8th-11th graders of
secondary schools where they had trainings
within the educational program «Profession.
Career. Success». The pupils eagerly shared
their impression about the trainings during
the interviews. For example, Dasha V. (the
11th grade pupil) mentioned the following:
«The trainings are important...they were more
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than just lectures about the professions, they
were instructions for the future». And for Ivan
N. - pupil of the 9th grade - the trainings are
«the way to reach the success: what we need
to reach it, resources needed to set the goals
to be successful». Valeria K. (the 11th grade
pupil) mentioned that: «The topics of trainings
appeared to be interesting not only for me, but
for my parents as well. They found it curious that
we discussed important topics and expressed our
point of view. Finally, we came to an agreement
as to where I would continue my study after
graduation. Thank you!»

Project «Adaptation of the
materials of interactive computer
training on human trafficking
prevention to the needs of the target
audience»
Goal of the project: to adapt the text and
a prototype of interactive electronic lesson
“Human trafficking: modern slavery” to
the needs and peculiarities of information
perception of the target group (young people
aged 16-21).
The project was implemented in partnership
with the IOM Mission in Ukraine and
funded by USAID.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

March - August 2011.
Kyiv.
The IOM Mission in Ukraine.

Project focus
Within the project, the working group of experts adapted the text of interactive electronic
lesson “Human trafficking: modern slavery”. The adaptation is based on the results of two
focus groups with young people aged 16-21 year and one focus group with professionals (social
workers, psychologists, specialists on human trafficking). In addition, the recommendations for
a prototype of interactive training were developed and transferred to the company responsible
for the design of the lesson.
It is assumed that lesson will be used in schools as an informational and educational activity on
human trafficking prevention.
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Project «The Public Empowerment in
Addressing the Local Social Problems»
Goal of the project: to empower the public to
formulate and implement the social policies in the
field through intensification and establishment of
the mechanisms for the collective decision-making
with the local self-governments and executive
power bodies.
The project is sponsored by European Union.

Implementation
period:
Project location:

2011 – 2013.
Dnipropetrovsk region (Vilnohirsk, Zhovti Vody),
Cherkasy region (Kaniv, Sosnivskyi district in Cherkasy).

Project focus
Significant changes have happened in Ukraine over the last few years. Ukraine has chosen the
democratic way of self-development. The integration into Europe was claimed as a strategic
aim. The authorities of different levels talk about the importance of the communication with the
people. The local authorities are gaining the real power. People are moving from the «citizens»,
who inhabit a particular area, to the self-governed COMMUNITY, each member of which helps
to create welfare for everybody as far as possible.
The development of democracy entails the realization that it is vital to involve the community in
state governing, necessary to provide real opportunities for people to influence the action of the
authorities, to devise and implement the plans and programs, to solve the existing issues.
In 2010 the Project «The Public Empowerment in Addressing the Local Social Problems» financed by the European Union Office in Ukraine started its operation and aims to transfer the
democratization process from the sphere of political communication to the level of involvement
of people in decision-making. The project functions to give opportunities to people in communities - especially for the underprivileged and socially vulnerable - to have more impact on
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forming and making authoritative decisions
locally and on quality of services vital for their
living.

The development and implementation of
the coalitional (intersectoral) projects by the
participants which aim to support the socially
The experience of shifting the emphasis to- vulnerable in project communities have
wards the involvement and social activity of become one of the most significant results of
the vulnerable groups means the devising of the trainings.
new strategy of the developed counties shift- The actuality and effectiveness of the projects
ing from «elimination of poverty» to «social devised for the communities should be
participation».
provided by the following factors:
•
Implementation of the project
In order to accomplish the successful transfer
from «elimination» to «participation», there has
to be made a change in public consciousness.

•

Representation of the participants from
the various branches of the social sphere;
The analysis and complex evaluation
of the community needs which have
outlined the problems of the project;
The use of the modern methods of project
management.

•
With a view of this, it was determined within
the project «The Public Empowerment in AdAccording to the participants, it is due to
dressing the Local Social Problems» to:
training sessions and knowledge obtained that
• conduct complex training of representathey raised their confidence in the fact that the
tives of local authorities, executive bodies,
social institutions, NGOs, active members situation in their community can be changed
of community in order to prepare them to for better.

•

implementing of social policy strategies
within the communities with the help of
mechanism of joint decision making;
introduce the efficient mechanisms of
forming and implementing of the local
social policies to satisfy the needs and
solve the problems of the community
members by means of implementing and
application of local social programs.

«...I have assured that the participation of
the citizens is the core in solving the local
social issues».
«...we can do everything, we must be into
what we are doing and be a good example
for others».

In August - October 2011 there has been
established a Coordinating committee in order
In April - October 2011 3 seminars in each to exercise the techniques of joint decision
project community were conducted within making in forming and implementation of
the educational program «Introduction of local social policies. It has obligated to fulfill
efficient mechanisms of joint decision-making the following functions:
within community». At the training sessions • to coordinate the actions and assist
the participants gained knowledge at how to
in collaboration of the executive local
establish social partnerships, worked with the
authorities, social institutions and NGOs
techniques of how to evaluate the community
in application of the socially-oriented
needs, obtained the skills of devising and
programs in communities;
implementation of social projects.
13
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

to analyze the community needs;
to devise and propose the views about the
priorities of the local social policy for the
consideration of the mayor and the city/
regional council taking into account the
standpoint of the community;
to lobby for and support the introduction
of the projects and community initiatives
in the program on social and economic
development of the city;
to devise and submit according to
the procedures to be followed to the
inspection of the city/regional council
the arguments and suggestions on the
financing of the socially-oriented projects;
to prepare the recommendations to
the strategies on how to implement the
socially-oriented projects;
to devise the means to coordinate the
relations between the organizations that
work together on the social projects;
to maintain the current monitoring of the
social projects (to accept the intermediate
reports on the project implementation and
give proposals/recommendations on the
improvements to the actions).

Coordinating committee comprises: civil
servants; specialists in charge of local social
policy; representatives of social institutions
and NGOs.

1. Project «Each Child Needs a Family»
Applicant: Executive committee of the city
council of Zhovti Vody, city of Zhovti Vody
Goal of the project: to raise the awareness
of the citizens of Zhovti Vody through the
advertising campaign in the city about the
importance of education by means of family
for the orphans and those deprived of the
family care.
2. Project «NARD»
Applicant: Community specialised secondary
school for children with the intellectual
development faults, city of Zhovti Vody
Goal of the project: to create the conditions for
the socialization of the children and teenagers
with special development needs by means
of establishing the developmental school
«NARD» in Zhovti Vody.
3. Project «To Create Conditions to Organize
the Quality Time for Teenagers and Youth in
the City District»
Applicant: Children community organization
of Vilnohirsk (CCOV) «Help the Children»,
Vilnohirsk
Goal of the project: to improve the organization
of quality leisure time for teenagers and youth
in the city district through the establishment
of the school-based community center in the
secondary school №5 in Volnohirsk.

4. Project «New Education Standards for the
In 2011 the Coordinating committee consid- Underprivileged Children»
ered 13 projects developed for the projects
Applicant: Community union of the disabled
competition (announced by the Fund). 11
in Vilnohirsk «Edelweiss», Vilnohirsk
projects were approved and recommended for
the introduction in the social and economic Goal of the project: to create the conditions
programs of the cities/regions in 2012. The for equal access to the quality education
approved projects were submitted for the pro- for the underprivileged children of the city
jects competition and 8 of them were accepted district school by means of application of new
methods of teaching (remote education).
by the experts board to be financed:
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5. Project «To Create the Centre of Day-Care Project achievements
and Development «The Birth of a Personality»
Applicant: Children community organization in Concluding the work done within the project
in 2011-2012 we should highlight the most
Cherkasy «Grani» («The Sides»), Cherkasy
considerable achievements:
Goal of the project: to prevent the neglecting of
the children and teenagers from the vulnerable • The agreements about the collaboration
were signed with the executive boards
families in Sosnivskyi district in Cherkasy, to
of Kaniv and Vilnohirsk, city council of
assist in the formation of the fully-fledged perZhovti Vody and Sosnivskyi regional
sonality through the organisation of the versatile
council in Cherkasy;
development in the Centre of day-care «The Birth
• The legislative acts on the establishment
of a Personality».
and operation of the Coordinating
6. Project «Believe in Your Future»
committees were approved in the executive
committees of the local councils (in each
Applicant: NGO «Parents Union of the Disabled
project community).
Children - renewed», Cherkasy
Goal of the project: to intensify the functional • The Coordinating committees were
established and started operating in the
abilities of the families with the disabled children
project communities.
through the organisation of trainings for parents to raise the self-esteem of the disabled and • 11 coalitional social projects were
developed in the project communities.
through the extension of the social contacts.
The projects were approved by
7. Project «Educational Program for Parents
the Coordinating committee and
«The Gaps in Family Upbringing»
recommended to be introduced in the
Applicant: City centre of social services for fami2012 program of social and economic
lies, choldren and youth in Kaniv, Kaniv
development of the communities. 8 out of
11 projects were supported by the Fund
Goal of the project: to raise the competence of
(after the projects competition).
parents in caring, upbringing and development
of preschool children by means of organizing • The team os specialists comprising of 78
the trainings for «young» parents about the conpeople was selected and trained to solve
scious and responsible parenting.
the problems of mobilizing the project
communities. The participants of the
8. Project «Preventive interactive trainings for
trainings include: the representatives of the
teenagers of Kaniv and district of Kaniv»
local authorities and executive bodies; the
Applicant: The charity organization of Kaniv
directors of the departments and services
«The Pure Heart», Kaniv
in charge of social policy implementation
in the city; the representatives of the social
Goal of the project: to change the attitude of the
institutions; the representatives of the
teenagers in Kaniv and district of Kaniv towards
socially-oriented NGOs.
the consummation of alcohol and drugs, and
smoking by means of holding the preventive in- • The local communities are informed about
teractive trainings «With Your Own Eyes» using
the introduction and the results of the
the video materials.
project due to the mass media.
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Project «Supporting children in the
Oncohematology Department of Crimes
Children Clinical Hospital»
Goal of the project: to help children undergoing
the medical treatment in the department of
children oncohematology in the children clinics of
the AR of Crimea.
The project is supported by ChildFund
Deutschland e.V., Germany

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

2010 – 2013.
AR of Crimea, Simferopol.
the department of children oncohematology in the children clinics of
the AR of Crimea, Republican Charity of the Crimea «The World of the
Crimea Fund», the Charity Fund «Centre of Social Protection and
Assistance».

Project focus
Cancer is one of the burning issues of health care in Ukraine. Malignant tumors are diagnosed
in almost every 50th Ukrainian (let’s compare with the fact that every 270th in the world is
diagnosed to have cancer). Our country holds the 5th place according to the rates of mortality
from the malignant tumors in children under 14. From 47 to 60 children get sick annually in the
Crimea - and that is an official data.
The department of children oncohematology in the Republican children clinics after Tytov is
the only department dealing with the children cancer in the Crimea. Children up to 16 undergo
the treatment in the oncohematological department with the serious diseases - leucosis, various
kinds of malignant tumors and lymphomae.
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The Crimean department of oncohematology
is one of the best in Ukraine. It cooperates with
many international clinics of children oncology.
Everyday conditions in which the small patients
are placed (individual wards with lavatory, TVset and satellite TV) meet the international
standards and let cure them not being afraid
of contracting an infection. The department
has 5 chartered doctors who studied and had
internship in the leading clinics of Ukraine and
Germany. The deprtment supervisor, Valentyn
Pavlovych Usachenko, has been working at
this post since the establishment of the chilren
clinics in 1987.

The course of medical treatment costs around
10-15 thousand US dollars, depending on the
age and seriousness of the disease. Even if the
state provides the partial payment, only few
parents can find such an amount of money.
Sponsoring the purchase of the expensive
medicaments, the project supports the doctors’
professionalism and gives a chance for children,
and hope for their parents.
Due to the project € 83,087 were given out to
help 14 children in 2011 and € 28 350 to give
help 6 children in 2012.

To find a more detailed information about the
The children oncohematological department is results of the project follow the link http://www.
a research centre of the school of treating the childfund.org.ua/humanities_aid/actions/
children lymphomae. All sorts of treatment,
except the transplantation of the marrow, History of success
take place here. The department supervisor
V.Usachenko has attended the course in SHIP GEMEDZHI
the clinics of a renowned professor Zintl in WITH A COURSE OF RECOVERY
Germany in 1993, was twice - in 2008 and 2009
- a student in the Children oncology clinics It just so happened that eight year Refat
under the supervision of a German professor Gemedzhi for his age has a great knowledge
G.Schellong. The American professor Pinckel, in medicine. But not by choice he is familiar
having visited the children oncohematological with how to properly take the bone marrow
department in 1995, mentioned that the results puncture which drugs instantly thin the
achieved by the Crimean doctors, despite blood, and what «stable remission» means.
the difficult economic situation in Ukraine, The boy has a serious disease - cancer of the
could be compared with the results of the best blood.
oncological clinics in Europe.
«Acute lymphoblastic leukemia» - medical
The department is experiencing the lack diagnosis, which has divided the life of the
of funding to buy the expensive medicine Crimean boy into «before» and «after.»
though. Children get the medical treatment in Replaced let a poor but peaceful life on the
alarming, in constant search of money and
accordance with the available budget. 60% of
medical remidies. Diagnosis, which divided
the treatment is provided by the state budget.
the family for those who are in hospital, and
The state financing enables the purchase of the
those who for months had to stay without a
expensive modern medicaments in a limited
mother and a brother.
numbers though, which is not enough to cure
It seemed not so long ago Gemil, mother of
all the children.
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Refat, seeing on TV requests for help with
cancer, tried quickly to change the channel.
Passing by the advertisements with the
text «Help urgently to raise the amount of
treatment ...», turned away and accelerated
the pace being in the full confidence that her
family won’t be affected by such situations.

puncture. Two previous tests gave negative
results, but the third response came from Kiev
laboratory with positive result. The body gave
the response, remission has started! Although
the state of Refat was heavy, but for all that
there was a ray of hope for recovery is very
weak, but that long-awaited.

Refat, despite the hardships of treatment,
tryingto keep up courage. Once the master of
sand animation Kseniya Simonova (winner
of Ukrainian contest «Ukraine’s Got Talent»)
visited the oncology department and she
delighted children with her visit a lot and left
them her works. At the request of Refat, she
It is terrible to remember how Refat held the drew him the boat and presented him the
first chemotherapy protocol: instead of 64 days picture. Communication with Kseniya gave
- four months.
the boy a lot of positive emotions.
— In the past I was afraid of the word
«oncology»! I was scared to even think about
it. But when the disease has touched my
family, I felt how hard it is - to seek money
for treatment that affect the life of your child,
– says Gemil.

After fifteen days of chemotherapy the body
did not respond to the treatment. Number
of blasts (cancer cells), the results of the
analysis showed 75%, and white blood cell
count dropped to 0.8 - which means there is
no immunity. Because of the reduction in the
number of leukocytes Refat started to have
leucopenia and the boy was transferred to a
separate box.
Because of stop taking hormones, Refat began
to have severe pain in belly, because after a
powerful chemotherapy toxicity the intestinal
tract lost all useful microflora. There was
stomatitis, which spread to all the mucous
body (mouth, esophagus, stomach). In order
to reduce the burden on the stomach, doctors
forbade any food. Gemil started to starv with
Refal. She did not left the box even for a minute
and exhausted was lying next to the son ...

Dreams of beautiful distant countries helped
the boy to fight for life. Probably not without
reason the surname of Refat from Turkic
language means «ship» - a nautical theme is
very close to the boy. At the hospital, he spent
much time for designing and dreaming about
how he will build his ship, will be at the wheel
and go in deep waters around the world. He
spent lot of time discovering the atlas and
planning the route for future travels.
Refat also had his new hobby of quilling, which
he learned in the creative center within the
hospital. Quelling - is this technique of quilling
paper from which you can make the volume
compositions. With his mother, he made fans,
and then gave the doctors and other children
who were in the room.

After a brief rest Refat had to start another
round of chemotherapy. But at the time there
It becomes so scary when remission doesn’t were no funds to pay it. The fate of the eightstart in the day when it is suggested and how year boy trembled in the balance. Refat family
hard then to gather strength and continue to believed that if God sent a test of their family,
fight. Having new drugs, drip bulbs ...
and it will send people to help them. And the
A month later, Refat was taken bone marrow miracle happened and there appeared people
who helped the family financially, and Refat
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parents were able to pay the first five months
of treatment. Someone could donate five
gryvnias, someone brought a thousand, the
prioress and parishioners of the Orthodox
Church gave four thousand of grivnas.

Before leaving the hospital Refat said, ‘You
know, Mom, I have the dream that we again
start to live the life that we lived. As before ... «.
Appears only in such moments, you realize that
the life that you have lived before - was happy,
But the disease has progressed hard. Refat had despite the fact that they do not have their own
to start high-dosed chemotherapy. This meant housing and stay in two rooms, which were
provided by compassionate relative. Collect
that much stronger drugs were needed.
money to finish the foundation of his house.
— We were in despair, where else to find the But with four lovely kids and husband - to
means to pay for medicine for Refat. And know that they love you and wait for return.
when we were told that it’s possible to get As only Refat came back home began to ask
support from the ChildFund Deutschland about the trip to the sea. Let not swim, even
e.V., Germany feelings of joy filled our souls. in the shadows, only to stand on the shore ...
It was a great contribution to our family, and feel the salty smell of the wind, hear the cries
we never stop thanking God for what he sent of gulls and in the distance to see a ship with
us these caring people - shares memories large white sails. His ship, with the course to
mom Gemil.
recovery!

By the way, mom Gemil throughout the Words of thanking of Gemedzhi family:
treatment felt support from the God. One
— The greatest happiness is when your baby
day Refat catheter port system was clogged.
is healthy and smiles. We are grateful that
The catheter port system is administered
there are people who help us ... Good deeds
subcutaneously for continuous intravenous
do not go unnoticed. May your kindness and
infusion of drugs. However, to take it away was
generosity will return to you a hundredfold.
deadly dangerous, because the boy was just
— We have gone through these tests, but
given high-chemistry and radiation. Repeated
in the department of hematology there are
attempts of doctors to clean the port gave no
many children who need help. With all our
result. The next step was only the operation
possible forces we will try to support them in
that weakened Refat would hardly able to have.
their difficult struggle.
Then Gemil persuaded doctors to try one last
time, but first give her half an hour. During
this time, the mother prayed and asked God
for help. Doctors immediately managed to
restore catheter patency.
— Everyone was shocked. Oh my, that’s
your mother prayed — remember and jokes
Refat.
Step by step Refat was on his way to recovery.
Finish line was the last chemotherapy protocol
period of two months, after which the main
treatment is over. Next - home treatment,
small doses of chemicals in tablets.
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Project «The System of Support and
Assistance to Graduates of State
Care Institutions in Ukraine»
Goal of the project: to sustain the wellbeing of the children under the state’s
care, to improve the quality of their lives
and prospects for the future by means of
establishing and applying the effective system
to support them and gave them help in the
formation of independence
The project is realized by the International
Charity Fund «Amici de Bambini – Ukraine»
and is sponsored by the European Union.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

November 2011 - May 2012.
Kirovograd.
the executive committee of the city council in Kirovograd,
«Our Home» Society, Poland

Project focus
Due to the specific educational processes in the most boarding school in Ukraine - the use of
the method of collective education; lack of cooperation with the biological parents; the long
abidance in the isolated environment - the children lack the practical skills to live independently
(everyday skills, planning skills, money and time management etc). The other issue is that such
children are not able to build relationships on the basis of partnership and feel or set the limits.
Usually when coming out of age the children leave the institutions having quite a sum of money,
certain social guarantees, and sometimes even housing. However, the incompetence and lack of
skills of the effective «initial capital» management leads to the wasting of the given opportunities.
The young people who enter the independent life lacking the professional, conscious and
concrete support have difficulties in establishing safe preplanned life.
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Our organization pays a great attention to the
issue of providing gradual and safe entering of
the disciples of state care institutions into the
adult life. From 2006 Child Well-Being Fund
Ukraine works on the devising in Kirovograd
the consistent and complex system of help-giving to children deprived of the parents’ care.

Implementation of the project

At first, the program concentrated on the establishment of new form of children upbringing - alternative to those existing in boarding
schools (the new type houses «Our Home»
with 15 teenagers mainly) - which aims to give
family-orienting services, which give the children the opportunity to prepare themselves to
the further independent life (cooking, cleaning, shopping, care for the younger, independent planning of studying and leisure etc). The
educators, who work with children, are responsible for the physical, psychological and
intellectual development of the minor as well
as conduct the work on children reintegration
into the biological families.

The short-term results of the project:

4 minors left the new type house «Our Home»
in 2012. The destiny of children depends greatly on the effectiveness of the system of their
further guidance and support.

The project was oriented on the fulfillment of
The program is implemented by Kirovograd this strategy, which means the adaptation and
region in partnership with the Ministry of So- analysis of the Polish experience of establishcial Policy of Ukraine (the Ministry of Family, ing the personal networks in support of young
Youth and Sports till 2011) and the executive people from the boarding school, of giving
committees of Kirovograd, city and regional help in gaining independence.
councils.

•

•

•

•
In 2008 within the program in Kirovograd the
first family-orienting house was established
for children, and in 2010 the second one was
opened. In the first 3 years of operating the •
house proved the effectiveness of the offered
model: among 30 children of the house: 6 were •
adopted, 2 were taken back into the biological
families, 1 entered the university after the 11th
grade, 3 entered the lyceum after the 9th grade.
The next step is to create and apply the sys- •
tem of independence acquisition by the young
people who leave the institutions of state care
(the program is also applied to those educated
according to the family-standards care).
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The arrangements were made with the
representatives of the executive authorities
of Kirovograd about the project realization
support.
The community of Kirovograd was informed about the concept and main stages
of the project.
22 specialists acquired the knowledge and
skills necessary for the application of the
effective system of giving help in acquisition of independence to children deprived
of the parental care.
The team of «curators» was prepared to
apply the program among the leavers of
state care schools in Kirovograd.
The group of specialists was prepared to
adapt and relay the program in Ukraine.
The decision was made to include the system of support and guidance of the state
care school-leavers into the program of the
development of the city Kirovograd.
The publication «The System of Support and
Giving Help in Acquisition of Independence
by Children under the State Care: Polish
Experience» was prepared on the basis of the
project materials (trainings primarily).

«The System of Support and Assistance to Graduates of State Care Institutions»

The long-term results of the project:
•

•

•

In September 2012 ChildFund
Deutschland e.V. (Germany) allocated
the resources to rent the premises for
Protected Group Home (PGH) (specially
purchased and equipped apartments where
the state care school-leavers live and work
on the terms of the contracts within the
program of independence acquisition in
Kirovograd).
Within the program of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland on
the Polish collaboration for development,
in 2012 the Polish Society «Our Home»
implemented in partnership with Child
Well-Being Fund Ukraine the project
«The Reform of the System of Child Care
in Ukraine through the Adoption of the
Polish Experience».
Within the project, the visit to Poland was
organized on October 15-19th, 2012 to

•

•

become acquainted with the organization
of work and regulatory maintenance of the
family-orienting houses, which were the
foothold for the establishment of the house
«Our Home» in Kirovograd.
In order to get a more complex knowledge
about the Polish experience there was
created the joint committee which comprised the representatives of the central
executive authorities: Ministry of Social
Policy of Ukraine, Ministry of Education
and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine,
Ministry of Health Care of Ukraine, City
Council of Kirovograd.
The participants had an opportunity to become acquainted during the visit with the
state care system of Poland and techniques
of its application on the level of the state
and locally. Moreover, the participants visited various forms of wardship in Poland
and got acquainted with the regulatory
documents regulating their functioning.
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Project «Childhood without Violence
- Improvement of Children Protection
System in the Eastern Europe»
Goal of the project: to improve the professional
competence of the specialists who work with
children having suffered from the violence, and
to raise the public awareness about the issue of
violence towards children.
The project is sponsored by OAK Foundation.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

2010 - 2013.
Ukraine, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Moldova.
Nobody’s Children Foundation, Grey G2 Ukraine.

Project focus
The project «Childhood without Violence - Improvement of Children Protection System in
the Eastern Europe» has been implemented by the Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine since 2005,
focusing each year on specific issues concerning the prevention of violence on children.
In 2011 the project was oriented on the prevention of sexual abuse on children.
2012 became the year of implementation of the «No Spanks» program for parents, which was
focused on the prevention of violence on children at the age of up to 3 years old.
Implementation of the project
In September - December 2011 within the «Dirty Touch» educational campaign the specialists of
regional centers of social services for families, children and youth, services on children protection,
psychologists and social pedagogues of secondary schools, representatives of NGOs in Kyiv got
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acquainted with the peculiarities of how to discover and prevent the sexual abuse on children
in family, the cases of the commercial sexual
exploitation of children and the abuse with the
utilization of ITs.

dren without the violence.

The informational materials «Instead of Spank»
have been developed on the basis of the Nobody’s Children Foundation (Poland) materials and they inform how to impose the limits
Apart from that, Magdalena Zawadzka - the on the child with respect and love.
psychologist of the Nobody’s Children Foun- Marlena Trombinska-Chaduch - the representdation - came to Kyiv by invitation of the Fund ative of the Polish Nobody’s Children Foundato conduct the international supervision con- tion - came to Kyiv to conduct the internationcerning the psychological help to the children al supervision concerning the peculiarities of
who undergone the abuse. At the meeting with work with parents on the prevention of chilMs. Zawadzka the participants had an oppor- dren abuse.
tunity to familiarize with her practical experiWithin the project the virtual information reence of work with the victims.
source centre «Childhood without Violence»
The educational publication «The Prevention continues its operation at www.childfund.org.
of Sexual Abuse on Children» was prepared ua/irc, where the interested and not indifferent
within the project and based on the materials can find information on the issues of violence
of the Nobody’s Children Foundation (Poland) on children.
«Jak chronić dzieci przed wykorzystywaniem
seksualnym?», «Pomoc dzieciom wykorzystywanym seksualnie». It highlights the forms and
kinds of sexual abuse on children, its causes,
consequences for child’s health and development, the ways to discover the cases of abuse
and steps towards giving psychological help to
the victims.
In November - December 2012 the specialists
from Kyiv and Kirovograd governmental and
non-governmental organizations, who work
with families on the issues of preventing the
abuse, got familiarized with the peculiarities of
«No Spanks» program implementation during
the seminars within the «Wise Parents - Happy Children» campaign. Due to the program
the specialists will support parents with young
children raising their awareness about the following: what impacts the sound and healthy
development of the child, how to control the
emotions in difficult situations, which organizations may help and give advice. The program
has been successfully adopted in Poland and
aims at helping parents to upbring their chil-
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Project «Safety and Hospitality:
Welcome Euro 2012»

Goal of the project: to inform the Euro-2012
fans about the Ukrainian legislation concerning
the sexual contacts with the under-aged and
prostitution as well as about the consequences of
such actions.
The project is sponsored by ECPAT International.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

March - May 2011, June - July 2012.
Kyiv, Donetsk, Lviv, Kharkiv.
International Women’s Rights Centre «La Strada».

Project focus
Considering the experiences of countries having hosted the international football championships,
the demand for sex services upsurges when the fans from various countries come to the host
country. Tourists and fans feel anonymity which increases the demand for the services. As a
result, the prostitution, human trafficking and commercial sexual exploitation of children raise
to a degree.
Implementation of the project
The brochure «The gate is guarded by the goalkeeper, the Ukrainian children - by the Law» was
developed and published in three languages (Russian, English, German) to inform the Euro-2012
fans about the Ukrainian legislation concerning the sexual contacts with the under-aged. The
brochure was distributed among the fans during Euro-2012 at airports, underground stations, in
the streets of the towns hosting the football matches.
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Project «Initiation and Primary
Adaptation of the «Muuvit» program in
Ukraine»
Goal of the project: to initiate the introduction
of the Finnish educational and health-oriented
program «Muuvit» in Ukraine.
The project is sponsored by Swiss Confederation.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

August 2012 – January 2013.
the project is being implemented at the state level.
Muuvit Health and Learning Oy Ltd.

Project focus
The actuality of the problem lies in the fact that the health of children and youth is being the
burning issue in Ukraine as it has undergone the decrease in all age groups in the last few decades.
Special attention should be paid to school children as their health deteriorates considerably while
studying at school.
«Muuvit» program is a game which induces pupils to be more physically active and to reach the
set goals together with classmates by means of the virtual journey. Meanwhile, the program is an
international platform to popularize healthy lifestyle inspiring children to lead it. The «Muuvit»
game implies the virtual journey to the European cities with the class. Each pupil has to be
physically active and move around as much as possible throughout the day in order to fulfill the
journey. A pupil gets a point, which is written down on the special card, for every 10 minutes of
being active in the game. The total number of points of the class are converted into the virtual
kilometers. Thus, the more each child moves in the game, the faster the journey is fulfilled.
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The «Muuvit» program was developed in
Finland and applied in the country for more
than 12 years. The program involved above
380 000 children in Finland in the age from
6 to 12. The program has been also adopted
by England, the USA, Saudi Arabia, Poland,
Germany and Switzerland.
Implementation of the project
Within the project we:
•

•
•
•
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launched the Ukrainian version of the
«Muuvit» program web-site (http://www.
muuvit.com/uk);
translated and published the informational
materials on the program;
developed the conception to introduce the
program in Ukraine;
conducted the pilot launch of the
«Muuvit» program involving 200 classes
from various regions of Ukraine (5000
children at the age from 6 to 12).

Project «Publishing of
«Encyclopedia for Social Workers»

Goal of the project: to raise the professional
competence of the social workers by means of
preparation, publication and distribution of
«Encyclopedia for Social Workers».
The project is sponsored by Swiss
Confederation.

Implementation
period:
Location:
Partners:

November 2012 – February 2013.
the project is being implemented at the state level.
Department of Family Policy under the Ministry of Social Policy
of Ukraine.

Project focus
The actuality of the publication is caused by the fact that in 2012 a new position of the specialist
in social work was introduced in the centers of social services for families, children and youth according to the decree of the Cabinet of Ministers from 12.05.2012. Its actions are also determined
by the Ukrainian Law on «Social Work With Families, Children And Youth» and regulated by
the decree of the Cabinet of Ministers from August 27, 2004 №1126 on «The Actions to Improve
Social Work with Families, Children and Youth». The main responsibilities of the social worker
are: to locally conduct social work with families, children and youthin difficult life situations; to
develop the family-oriented forms of upbringing children; to support and help orphans, children
deprived of the parental care; to prevent the social orphanhood; to conduct the informational
and educational work aimed at: formation of positive behaviour and attitude to healthy lifestyle;
prevention of socially dangerous diseases (including the prevention of tuberculoses and HIV/
AIDS), human trafficking, family violence and crimes.
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The qualifications and practical expertise of a
specialist have to meet the needs of the clients
of social services and to maintain their quality.
Thus, specialist is required to be knowledgeable
about the current Ukrainian legislation on social
policy, social protection and assistance; regulatory, methodological and other administrative
documents and materials, which regulate the social work organization; basics of the family policy and protection of children’s rights; normative
act regulating the protection of motherhood and
childhood, the rights of the disabled and other vulnerable groups; essence, significance and
types of social work, its branches (psychological,
socio-pedagogical, juristic, economic, medical);
adhering to the professional ethics; and to have
basic knowledge and skills in various kinds of
counseling and giving information.
These questions are highlighted in «Encyclopedia
for Social Workers».

the general and specific in the development of scientific foothold and in practical implementation
of social work and socio-pedagogical actions.
The publication included a number of notions,
which have not been yet elucidated in the publications dealing with the same matters, such as
«alternative care», «social patronage», «family
group discussions», «social technology» etc. The
publication will be an informative resource for
social workers in their professional perfection as
well as for those who are getting trained as social
pedagogues and social workers.
During the project implementation the following
results were reached:
•

•

Implementation of the project
1000 copies of «Encyclopedia» have been published within the project. The publication differs
from others due to its innovative approach to the •
presentation of the content, of modern achievements in social sphere through the synthesis of
the obtained methodological and conceptual experiences in social work and social pedagogy as a
science, practice and subject. The publication was
developed with the account of terms stated in •
State standards for training the specialists in Social Pedagogy and Social Work. This determined
its structure. The publication has defined chapters
which highlight the theoretical and methodological basics of social/socio-pedagogical work; essence and branches, basics of social policy; juristic, psychological, sociocultural basics of social/
socio-pedagogical work; institutions working in
social sphere; highlights the techniques and innovations. Such an approach enables to determine
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The encyclopaedia was supported by the
Ministry of Education and Science, Youth
and Sports of Ukraine and got its recommendation;
4 presentations of the encyclopaedia were
conducted in cooperation with the other
organisations active in social sphere (both
state-run ones and NGO-s) with the participation of at least 466 specialists of social
sphere;
496 organisations got published encyclopaedia: including 29 higher educational establishments, 410 censers of social services for
families, children and youth in 24 oblasts of
Ukraine, Autonomous Republic of Crimea,
Kiev and Sebastopol;
The encyclopaedia is available for downloading in e-Version on the site of the organisation (http://www.childfund.org.ua/publications/view/1237/3), informational portals
of libraries of, such as: Mikolaiv Resource
center (http://www.nrc.mk.ua/books/ESW.
pdf), Grinchenko University e-library
(http://www.elibrary.kmpu.edu.ua/311 ),
Gromadskiy prostir http://www.prostir.
ua/library/view.html?topic=1946698&folder=4106).

The Information campaign
«Dirty Touch»

In November - December 2011 Child
Well-Being Fund Ukraine in association
with Fundacja Dzieci Niczyje («Nobody’s
Children Foundation»), advertising agency
Grey G2 Ukraine and ICO «La Strada Ukraine» have conducted an informational
campaign «Dirty Touch».

In November - December 2011 Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine in association with Fundacja
Dzieci Niczyje («Nobody’s Children Foundation»), advertising agency Grey G2 Ukraine and ICO
«La Strada - Ukraine» have conducted an informational campaign «Dirty Touch».
The «Dirty Touch» campaign is directed at parents and specialists working with children and it
was aimed at raising the general awareness about the issue of sexual abuse of children, discovery
of abuse cases, their prevention and giving help to children which became victims of the abuse.
Sexual abuse in family is the most concealed and latent form of violence. It is assumed that sexual
abuse is experienced by 20-30% of girls and 10% of boys in the age up to 14, while only 25% of
agressors are complete strangers to children. In 75% of cases the rapists are familiar to children to
same extent: relative becomes an aggressor in 45% of instances , in 30% of cases it is a less familiar
acquaintance - brother’s friend, mother’s lover. The most likely person to abuse a child in the
family is father, father-in-law, caregiver.
Children can not counteract the violence on their own. We (adults) have to know how to act
when there is a suspicion that a child is being sexually exploited.
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The «Dirty Touch» campaign

Within the campaign we:
•
•
•

•
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distributed the brochures and «Dirty
Touch» posters;
created «Dirty Touch» campaign videos
and radio-broadcasts;
conducted the trainings for social work
specialists on how to prevent the child’s
sexual abuse and the international
supervision to exchange the experience on
how to prevent violence on children.
published the informational and
educational materials for parents and
specialists working with children on
how to prevent the sexual exploitation of
children.

The «Dirty Touch» campaign (http://www.
zlydotyk.pl) was initially held in Poland in
2010 by the NGO «Fundacja Dzieci Niczyje»
(«Nobody’s Children Foundation»). The
campaign materials were developed by the
advertising company Grey Worldwide Warsaw.
The campaign materials were adopted in
Ukraine by the advertising agency Grey G2
Ukraine on a cost-free basis.

The Information campaign
«Wise Parents - Happy Children»

In November - December 2012 Child
Well-Being Fund Ukraine in association
with Fundacja Dzieci Niczyje («Nobody’s
Children Foundation») have conducted an
informational campaign «Wise Parents Happy Children»

The aim of the campaign is to protect children
up to 3 years old from the violence by means of
popularization of responsible parenthood and •
non-violent ways of upbringing.

order to present the «Good Parent – Good
Start» program;
conducted the training with the help of the
international expert concerning the work
with parents who have children up to 3
years old;
published the informational materials for
parents on safe upbringing of children up
to 3 years old;
printed and distributed campaign posters
and leaflets;
created video and radio broadcasts of the
campaign.

The campaign draws attention to the fact that
the upbringing of a child is an extremely important responsibility, which is sometimes hard to •
cope with. Usually, mass media show little children and create the image of happy and smiling
children and adults. Thus, parents facing prob- •
lems in upbringing often feel ashamed to talk
about them, considering such situation as their •
own fault. Mainly they do not know where to
ask for an advice.
The campaign was initially held in Poland by
Parents with young children should be support- the Nobody’s Children Foundation. http://fdn.
ed and educated about what impacts the sound pl/dobry-rodzic-dobry-start-4.
and healthy development of the child, how to
control the emotions in difficult situations, The fore mentioned campaigns were simultanewhich organizations may help and give advice. ously conducted in Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania,
Moldova and Ukraine within the project «ChildWithin the campaign we:
hood without Violence - Improvement of Chil• organized and held trainings for specialists dren Protection System in the Eastern Europe»
working with children at the age up to 3 in and were sponsored by OAK Foundation.
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All-Ukrainian lesson
«Road Safety - Life Safety»

In 2011 Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine signed
a memorandum on partnership with the AllUkrainian non-governmental organization «Road
Safety Association» to develop and implement the
common eduacational program «Behaviour on
the Road: Mind Your Safety from Early Years».

The development of the methodological recommendations to the All-Ukrainian lesson «Road
Safety - Life Safety» became the first step in the further systematic work in the field. The initiative
offered by «Road Safety Association» and the Ukrainian «Child Well-Being Fund» was supported by
the Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine (Ministry’s letter dated 09.09.2011
N 1/9-685). The lessons dedicated to the safety on the roads should be held in secondary schools in
grades 1-11 from September 15 - 30, 2011.
The necessity to increase the informational and educational work on the topic comes from the high
rates of death and traumas among children and youth, which are the most vulnerable participants
of road traffic. The wast use of cars in the world caused the upsurge in car accidents and trauma
rates among the participants of the traffic, especially in the countries with low and middle incomes.
It necessitated to take the proper decisions concerning the traffic and matters related to it. 1.3 million
children annually become the victims of car accidents. 9 children die each hour on the roads in the
world. 2011 - 2020 was claimed the Decade of Road Safety by the General Assembly of UNO in order
to decrease the number of fatal cases in car accidents as well as to coordinate the efforts and actions of
the interested parties. Ukraine has also joined the world-wide event and it found its manifestation in
the speech of the Ukrainian President.
The model of safe road environment «Safety Triangle» has become the philosophical and theoretical
background for the All-Ukrainian lesson «Road Safety - Life Safety». It is widely used by the foreign
colleagues as a tool to increase the safety and to introduce the systematic approach while classifying the
influences exerted on the main factors which induce the road accidents. In the authors’ opinion, the
key to road safety has to be the common understanding of the triad «MAN - ROAD - TRANSPORT
MEANS» by each participant of the traffic. Understanding of own place in the system of «man-roadtransport means» gives opportunity to a child to form the attitude to themselves as a participant of the
traffic, to their own and one’s safety.
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THE COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine is a part of consulting and public councils, networks of
organizations, working groups under the ministries, namely:
•

Collegium of the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine

•

Scientific and methodological committees of Ministry of Education and Science, Youth
and Sports of Ukraine on Social Securing - subcommittee on Social Work;

•

Public Board under the Ombudsman for Children under the President of Ukraine;

•

Consulting boards on juvenile justice of Legislation institute of the Supreme Court of
Ukraine;

•

Working group in charge of the development of National Strategy on preventing social
orphanhood (passed on October 21, 2012);

•

Interdepartmental working group on development of the projects of normative acts that
establish the institution of a new type for the orphans and children deprived of the parental
care, and regulate the institutions of social protection for children, which were established
by the NGOs (Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine);

•

working group in charge of the development of the concept of Euro 2012 program:
Football for social identity and social integration (Ministry of Family, Youth and Sports of
Ukraine);

•

Public consulting board on protection of children’s rights;

•

All-Ukrainian network against the commercial sexual exploitation of children.
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The cooperation with other organizations

One of the key directions of the Fund is the establishment and development of international
relations. The essential part in the establishment, further development and maintenance
of relations with governmental and non-governmental organizations, foreign educational
establishments, in the exchange of experience with the foreign partners depends on the
participation of the Fund representatives in international conferences, congresses, seminars,
round tables, various visits, which were held both in Ukraine and abroad, in particular:
•

visit to the National center for prevention of violence on children (21-22.02.2011,
Kysheniv, Moldova);

•

Forum «Ukraine: Society with Equal Opportunities», which was conducted by the
Development Program of UNO (03.03.2011, Kyiv);

•

International conference «Young Victims of Violence: Interdisciplinary Approach and
International Experience» (24.05.2011, Vilnius, Lithuania). Organizer - Child Support
Center (Paramos vaikams centras).

•

International conference «Prevent the Violence on Children: From Single Actions to
Complex Strategy» within the Program of Chairmanship of Ukraine in the Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe (24-25.05.2011, Kyiv);

•

The 12th ISPCAN European Regional Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect (1821.09.2011, Tampere, Finland. Organizer - ISPCAN. International Society for Prevention
of Child Abuse and Neglect.

•

Conference «Future of the Migration in Ukraine» (12.10.2011, Kyiv). Organizer International Organization for Migration.

•

International conference «Help Young Victims of Crimes» (24-25.10.2011, Warsaw,
Poland). Organizer - Nobody’s Children Foundation.

•

International scientific and practical conference «Experience and perspectives to use the
innovative techniques in prevention of human-trafficking in Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus»,
organized by the «La Strada - Ukraine» Center (25-26.10.2011, Kyiv)

•

5th National conference «Prevention of violence on small children» (11.05.2012, Warsaw,
Poland). Organizer - Nobody’s Children Foundation

•

Round table «Main directions to train students to prevent the trafficking of the underaged» (04.10.2012, Minsk, Belarus). Organizer - Youth NGO «Understanding».

•

19th ISPCAN International Congress on Child Abuse and Neglect (9-12.09.2012, Istanbul,
Turkey). Organizer - ISPCAN.
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INFORMATION RESOURCES

Information resource centre «Childhood without Violence»
(http://childfund.org.ua/irc)
At the end of August 2010 Child Well-Being Fund Ukraine initiated the establishment of the
virtual Information resource center «Childhood without Violence», which is being realized
within the project «Childhood without Violence - Improvement of Children Protection System
in the Eastern Europe» with the help of OAK Foundation in association with Ministry of Family,
Youth and Sports of Ukraine.
2012 has become a significant year in the field of child protection from violence and hostility:
•

Ukraine has entered the Global Alliance initiated by the EU and the USA against the
sexual abuse of children in the Internet. The participating countries are obliged to
conduct strict internal policy measures against cases of children violence with the help of
establishment of special law-enforcing departments.

•

The Supreme Court of Ukraine has passed the law on «The ratification of the Council of
Europe Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual
Abuse». The Convention aims: to prevent sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children
and to fight these phenomena, to protect rights of children who became the victims of
sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, to assist the national and international cooperation
against sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children.

•

European Football Championship has intensified not only the infrastructural measures,
but the ones in social sphere, especially, against human trafficking, violence and violation
of children rights. A new code of criminal procedure has been approved with the exclusion
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Information resource centre «Childhood without Violence»

of a number of discriminating norms towards children; new post of a special inspector
on children affairs has been created legally; special judges will deal only with the children
affairs.
•

Facebook has now an official page of Yuri Pavlenko - the Ombudsman for Children under
the President of Ukraine with the Eloctronic Reception, where everybody is able to submit
their appeals or complaints.

Apart from the current affairs, there was a whole complex of actual and important, complicated
and burning issues which were presented in the materials and were stored in the IRC throughout
2011 - 2012.
•

How can the recovering justice and mediation become the alternative in the prevention of
juvenile delinquency?

•

How should we communicate with children who have become victims or witnesses of the
crime? Their behaviour may change to such an extent that they will not be able to answer
the questions like a usual child of their age under normal circumstances.

•

Are the children rights maintained in Ukraine? The results of the sociological research:
«Children Rights in Ukraine: Reality and Challenges after 20 Years of Independence».

•

What kinds of positive motivation from parents will protect a child, will become the basis
for their personal safety?

•

How do children become more inventive «off line» without the Internet, and how not to
raise the telezombie child?

Even the shallow analysis of mass media states about the violence on the large scale in a great
number of regions in Ukraine. The issues exist at the state level as well as at the level of a single
specialist, and at the level of parents-children and children-children interaction.
When arranging the site not only did we state what we have (violence and hostility towards
children in society), but also highlighted the more important points - what we should do.
Thus, the site was being replenished with:
•

analyses and reflections of the specialists and experts on how to change the legislation of
Ukraine;

•

articles for parents elucidating what the positive discipline is, how to react to different
difficult situations (children violence, when a child is bullied, when a child steals);

•

information for specialists on what are the evidences of physical, psychological and sexual
abuse; how to communicate and gave help to young victims or witnesses of a crime.

A section «Where to ask for help» was completed in 2011 and there one can find information
about the situation in every region: which institutions and organizations may give help.
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Information resource centre «Childhood without Violence»

According to the website visiting statistics, the popularity chart of the sections of the Information
Resource Centre in 2011 is the following:

Position in the chart,
2011.

Position in the chart,
2012.

Prevention of the violence on
children

1

1

«New incomings» section

2

2

Statistic data and researches

3

4

News

4

6

Promotional materials

5

3

Where to ask for help

6

5

Children security in the Internet

7

7

If child is a witness

8

8

Legislation and juristic issues

9

9

Name of section
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Financial report, 2011 - 2012

FINANCIAL REPORT, 2011 - 2012

2011

2012

2 982 110,00

3299753

-

2 600

18 447

14 569

3 000 557

3 316 922

123 932

121 060

3 340 476

2 793 588

3 464 408

2 914 648

Statute activity

96,42

95,85

Operating activity

3,58

4,15

100

100

Public Support and Revenue (UAH)
Contributions and Grants
Goods
Bank interests and ROE gains
TOTAL (UAH):
Expences (UAH)
Operating expences
Program
TOTAL (UAH):
Structure of expences

TOTAL, %:
Income for Project implementation (UAH)
Protected Group Home (PGH)

74 297,00

The Medical Help to Children Suffering from the
Cancer

672 550,00

183 941,00

System of Support and Assistance in the Formation of
Independence in the Children under the State's Care
in Ukraine

32 290,00

32 291,00

Safety and Hospitality:Welcome Euro 2012

16 528,00
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Financial report, 2011 - 2012

2011

2012

616 542,00

1 145 009,00

1 180 564,00

1 274 185,00

Income for Project implementation (UAH)
Intensification of Community Role in Resolution of
Local Social Issues
Prevention of Human Trafficking through Social
Work and Community Mobilization
Publishing of "Encyclopedia for Social Workers"

90 000,00

Childhood without Violence - Improvement of
Children Protection System in the Eastern Europe

257 877,00

Adaptation of the materials of interactive computer
training on human trafficking prevention to the
needs of the target audience

35 437,00

258 623,00

Development and Application of Career-Guidance
Methodology for Senior Secondary School Students

108 073,00

Initiation and Primary Adaptation of the "Muuvit"
program in Ukraine

133 334,00

Other Statute activities (UAH)

170 322,00

TOTAL (UAH):

2 982 110,00

3 299 753,00
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Partnership and cooperation

PARTNERSHIP AND COOPERATION
with international and national organizations which work for the sake of each child and social
sphere development:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Swiss Confederation;
Delegation of the European Union to Ukraine;
ChildFund Deutschland e. V. (Germany);
The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in Ukraine;
The International Federation of Social Workers (IFSW);
the International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO);
International Organization for Migration;
Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine;
Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine;
Ministry of Health of Ukraine;
Juvenile Criminal Militia Department of Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine;
Board of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea;
Ukrainian Association of Social Pedagogues and Specialists in Social Work;
Institute of problematic care, APS of Ukraine;
Aflatoun (Netherlands)
Nobody’s Children Foundation (Poland);
Our Home Association (Poland);
over 20 regional and local organs of executive power and local authorities;
over 10 universities and other higher education establishments;
over 30 mass media;
over 50 regional and local NGOs;
over 100 secondary schools.

